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About This Game

The Furries Princess along with half of Furries Village has been kidnapped by the Evil Wizard. The remaining Furries have
launched a rescue mission. After miles of walking they discover the Wizard's castle. Not knowing what to expect they enter and
find themselves in the cellar. There is a strange seal on the cellar doors and there are boxes with runes all over the place. Having

no better idea about what to do, the Furries open a box…
Help these hilariously cute creatures execute a rescue mission. You will need to explore the Evil Wizard's castle and solve his

puzzles to succeed. Hours of mildly brain-teasing gameplay awaits!

*Extremely easy gameplay rules
*Very short puzzles

*Cute and funny creatures
*Mildly brain-teasing
*Original gameplay

The Brave Furries is a simple story about cute and funny creatures that struggle with the Evil Wizard's puzzles. Puzzles rarely
take more than 60 seconds to solve and are very simple to understand but are definitely original and addictive. The game is

animated with amusing high quality graphics.

Also please check out Space Scrapper (our new game in Greenlight):
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=868920477
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Title: Brave Furries
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Crazy Goat Games
Publisher:
Crazy Goat Games
Release Date: 18 May, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Any

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphic card

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Short and Sweet. Fast paced, fun survival game. Was with it since Gamejolt :). best romantic novel game i ever play...

my simple review
i like about this game is....your goal is seduce elisa but some of the maids are
seducing YOU..in their ways like their attitude towards you is attracting differently. Only twelve disciples? … Didn't I tell you I
want this thing to be big, big, big!. What the ♥♥♥♥ is the point of this game. Run Out and Die...there's your title.
Holy♥♥♥♥♥♥ I can't believe I payed for this....

*EDIT* OK, I get it now, it's a peice of♥♥♥♥♥♥ 10 tries and the same god damn result. I'm not insane, you are, for thinking
you should get any money for this garbage. Holy♥♥♥♥♥♥whoever did the voice at the death screen, get ♥♥♥♥ed, I hate your
voice now. Plus you should give up that title for a good game dev to use, great name,♥♥♥♥♥♥game.

*EDITx2* I just got done eating and then taking a♥♥♥♥♥♥...still feel like ♥♥♥♥ this game.

*EDITx3* So, I think this game is single handedly the biggest turd ever created. This can't be real. If you just come out and say,
"Hey guys, it was all a scam.", I would be fine with it at this point. I keep coming back to this aborted fetus of a game and
hoping one of you jagoffs mopped up the after abort and tried again. BUT NO, nothing, NOTHING has changed. I would say
quit this line of work and go flips burgers, but you non completing♥♥♥♥♥♥holes would only slightly brown one side of your
half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥burger and want 5 more dollars for that garbage.♥♥♥♥♥♥cancer, I wish you all cancer of the♥♥♥♥♥♥
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The most realistic WW2 game out there.The Thompson is the best looking one I have ever seen in any game, I find myself
shooting it just to enjoy the animations. The feeling of hitting someone long range and seeing the poof of blood is amazing. It
has bullet drop, and you can adjust the sights for range. This is the only game i have ever seen to have the pop up sights actually
work. The BAR and Thompsons have flip sights. The Surpression system is perfect! The screen effects really mess with your
aiming.
Graphics 10\/10
Realism 10\/10
Sound 10\/10

Well worth every penny!. Cool carachters like odin really cool to walk around th city
. Truly challenging, annoying but lovely game.

In this game, you can move, jump and attack just like other 2D action games. However, the objects which has unknown
functions are located unnaturally. It seems like a bug-ridden under developing game but it's the completed product. To reach the
flags, you need to find invisible platforms and avoid sudden pitfalls. Find the unique physical principles only valid in this game.
Trial and error is only way to solve the puzzle. In my case, 1765 programmers' lives are wasted to clock the game. It was a really
hardcore game but I found it satisfying when found the unique rule. It is an unusual and creative expression of the hardships of
programmers.. I've already dumped over 90 hours into the 3DS version and consider it one of the best games available for it, so
i grabbed the PC version as soon as i could. The time i put into the PC version gave me no issues whatsoever.

This is definitely a huge improvement over the first game and will be putting a lot of time into doing everything i can into this
version (especially cause that bonus character), The soundtrack is also pretty high up there.

I would definitely recommend this game to people.. This is an amazing game. I love that i can shoot peoples♥♥♥♥♥♥♥and get
a headshot. If there wasnt work being done on my internet i would play this game to death.

Just remember be a sniper for life and wank yourself off for every headshot!. Game sucks so bad controlles are a little crazy and
all u have to do is run and shoot on first leval dont stop ...pluse you can just pick what ever level you want make it so you have
to unlock. Unplayably bad. Save your money. Snail Bob is one of the most entertaining and funny Flash games ever, available on
every website and on Steam too with the second instalment. It's a must :). Last updated Jan\/2018.... abandoned game? Seems
like it, avoid.
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